Give Thanks For The Foods You Love And A Smaller Waistline
(NAPSA)—Holiday plans don’t
have to go hand in hand with
weight gain.
Experts say moderation is the
key to getting through special
occasions without overindulging
or missing out on the foods you
love. Enjoy yourself while maintaining your weight—without giving up your favorite things.
But that does not mean using
the season as an excuse to
splurge. In fact, it’s important to
keep long-term health goals in
mind, even if you’re too busy to
start on them in earnest until the
holidays are over.
If you ignore those goals altogether, says Karen Miller-Kovach,
chief scientist for Weight Watchers International, they may be
much harder to address—mentally and physically—in the new
year. “The 10 pounds you wanted
to lose by Thanksgiving may seem
challenging, but the 15 pounds
you could end up facing on January 1 (from overdoing it during
December) will feel insurmountable,” she says.
Use these tips from Weight
Watchers to help you enjoy—not
overindulge—during the busy holiday season:
•Always eat a healthy snack
before you go to a holiday party.
•Wear something slim-fitting
so that you will be much less
likely to overeat.
•At appetizer tables, choose
two or three of your favorites, put
them on a napkin rather than filling a large plate, then walk away.
•Watch out for foods that trigger overeating. If you have an
episode of overdoing, forgive yourself and move on. You can’t undo
what you’ve done, but you can
learn from it.
•Alcohol adds empty calories

A New Christmas Tale
About The Joy Of Giving
(NAPSA)—Dick Van Dyke will
forever be remembered as Bert in
the classic movie “Mary Poppins.”
Now he touches a whole new generation of fans with the beautifully illustrated Christmas book
“Mr. Finnegan’s Giving Chest”
(Shadow Mountain, $19.95). Van
Dyke portrays the loveable toymaker Mr. Finnegan, and also
reads the book on an accompanying CD.

The merriest holidays of all are
the ones in which you sample all
your seasonal favorites and
maintain your waistline.
and helps you lose sight of your
goals. To reduce your alcohol
intake, use low- or no-calorie beverages as mixers, drinking wine
spritzers or alternating alcoholic
drinks with low-calorie or caloriefree soft drinks or water.
•No matter how busy you get,
make time for a healthy breakfast. It can prevent overeating
later in the day.
•Give away gifts of holiday-colored, packaged candies and cakes.
•On heavy-eating weeks, help
compensate for the extra food
with calorie-burning exercise.
•Add health-related gifts to
your wish list this year—they
could help make for a slimmer,
healthier new year!
• Find a holiday activity that
is not centered around food to
keep you in the spirit. Organize a
caroling party, rent a funny
movie or roast chestnuts on an
open fire.
To learn more about Weight
Watchers or get an online subscription, visit www.weightwatchers.com
or call (800) 651-6000.

Loveable toymaker Dick Van
Dyke teaches that the true magic
of Christmas is found in giving to
others.
Mr. Finnegan is no ordinary
toymaker. Peering into his glistening snow globe, the white-haired,
bespectacled toymaker knows he
must intercede in the life of one
little girl in the small town of
Pinebough. His providential meeting with Maggie, a resentful girl
who doesn’t believe in the magic of
Christmas, is the beginning of a
series of miracles that will change
her heart forever.
Told with delightful whimsy
and poignancy, author Dan Farr
has created a Christmas story that
will resonate with both young and
old. His book is available nationwide. An audio sample is available
by visiting GivingChest.com.

***
The dog is a yes-animal. Very
popular with people who can’t
afford a yes-man.
—Robertson Davies
***

Most homeowners will eventually
need to install or replace a mailbox post.
• Before pouring the concrete
mix, position a QUIK-TUBE
building form in the hole and
backfill for added durability.
• Place the mailbox post in the
hole. Throughout the project, use
a level to make sure the post
remains parallel with the ground.
• Pour the dry concrete mix
into the hole until it is between
3 inches to 4 inches from the top.
• Follow the directions on the
bag by incorporating water into
the dry concrete mix, allowing the
water to soak in completely.
• Once the mix begins to firmly
hold the post, start filling in the
hole with dirt.
• Wait about four hours
before mounting your mailbox
onto the post.
For more information, visit
www.quikrete.com.

(NAPSA)—Alan Flood, 58, has
a good reason to be concerned
about his heart. A few years ago,
poor lifestyle choices and diet contributed to major heart problems.
Flood knew he needed to make
changes to improve his health.
For many, this can seem like a
daunting task. However, nutrition
expert Lynn Laboranti, M.S.,
R.D., maintains that it’s never too
late to strive for optimal heart
health. She offers the following
five-step approach to help get your
ticker in tip-top shape:
Step 1: Move It and Lose It.
According to the American Heart
Association (AHA), losing as little
as 10 pounds can drastically reduce
the risk of a heart attack. Daily
aerobic activity, such as walking or
swimming, will increase your fitness and help keep your heart in
shape. Remember that every bit
helps.
Step 2: Expand Your Palette.
Eat a rainbow of fresh foods to get
a wide variety of nutrients. Hearthealthy foods like garlic, fresh
fruits and vegetables, whole
grains, fish with beneficial omega3 fatty acids, a handful of walnuts
and even an occasional glass of
red wine can be beneficial when
added to a well-balanced, lowfat/low-cholesterol diet.
Step 3: Strive for a Perfect 10.
Statins, or cholesterol-lowering
drugs, are used by approximately
20 million Americans. Health
experts found that statins deplete
the body’s stores of coenzyme Q10
(CoQ10), a vitaminlike substance
found in every cell in the body and
responsible for boosting energy
and providing powerful anti-oxidant heart protection against free
radicals. Laboranti suggests taking a maximum-strength supplement such as Nature Made CoQ10
400 mg for optimal heart health.

Exercise, a balanced diet supplemented with anti-oxidants and not
smoking can do your heart good.
Step 4: Put It Out. Smoking is
the single most preventable cause
of death in the U.S. Cigarette
smokers are twice as likely to die
from coronary heart disease as
nonsmokers, says the AHA. But a
Surgeon General’s report found
that after one year off cigarettes,
the excess risk of heart disease
caused by smoking is reduced by
half. Set up a plan to help you
quit successfully.
Step 5: Stress Less. Stressrelated complaints make up nine
out of 10 visits to primary care
physicians, according to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. Besides challenging the
immune system and affecting
mood, constant stress can also
take a toll on heart health. Make
note of your stress triggers and
create a strategy for managing
them. Try setting aside time for
yourself every day.
Most importantly, consult a
health care professional before
starting any diet or exercise regimen. To ask Lynn Laboranti a
question, read additional articles
on heart health and find information on vitamin supplements that
can help, visit the Nature Made
Wellness Advisor at www.Nature
Made.com.

Handy Gifts For Do-It-Yourselfers

Secure Your Mailbox Post: Impress Your Mailman
(NAPSA)—Whether moving
into a new home or defining the
unique character of your property,
most homeowners will eventually
need to install or replace a mailbox and mailbox post. Luckily,
this is a relatively simple and
inexpensive weekend-friendly
undertaking.
Solid footing is crucial to successfully installing a mailbox
post—providing the long-lasting
durability necessary for your
mailbox to weather the elements.
To i n s t a l l a n e w m a i l b o x
post, homeowners will need
QUIKRETE Fast-Setting Concrete, which typically sets in 20
to 40 minutes, a building form,
gravel or crushed stone, a level,
shovel or post-hole digger, pressure-treated wooden post and,
of course, a mailbox.
• Begin by checking with your
local postmaster as to what type
of mailbox to purchase. Generally,
mailboxes should be placed 3-1/2
feet to 4 feet from the road, with
the front of the mailbox 6 inches
to 8 inches from the curb.
• Next, dig a hole one-third the
length of the post, plus an additional 6 inches for gravel. The
diameter of the hole should be
about three times the diameter of
the post.
• Pack the dirt inside the hole
to remove any air pockets, and
pour 6 inches of gravel into the
hole for proper drainage.

Expert Outlines Five-Step Approach to Optimal Heart Health

***
No matter how little money and
how few possessions you own,
having a dog makes you rich.
—Louis Sabin
***

***
When a man’s best friend is his
dog, that dog has a problem.
—Edward Abbey
***

***
The average dog is a nicer person than the average person.
—Andy Rooney
***
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(NAPSA)—If you can’t seem to
nail down the perfect gift for your
do-it-yourselfer, you may want to
take a bit of advice: Check out
power drills.
Do-it-yourselfers consider drills
to be a universal power tool, meaning just about any handy person
could probably use one in the toolbox. They come in many different
sizes, both corded and cordless,
and are among the best-selling
power tools on the market. Keep in
mind, cordless drills have many
different power source options and
come in varying power levels.
Here’s a quick overview:
Cutting The Cord
The newest cordless drills on
the market use Lithium-Ion batteries. Lithium-Ion battery technology provides more power than
traditional cordless batteries in a
smaller, lighter-weight drill. Also,
this technology allows the battery
to hold a charge for up to 18
months. That means the drill will
likely be ready when the user
needs it; a claim traditional cordless drills can’t always make.
Traditional cordless drills run
on NiCd or NiMH batteries. These
technologies have been in the
market for years and, as a result,
are much less expensive than the
newer Lithium-Ion drills. This is
mainly due to the volume of cordless tools that are produced using
these older technologies. However,
these drills are heavier and more
cumbersome, so consider the

B UILDING A B ETTER G IFT —Power
drills can make great holiday
gifts for handy people.
users’ needs before deciding which
tool to purchase.
Traditional Tool
Lastly, there is the corded electric drill, which was invented in
the early 1900s and has evolved to
what consumers purchase today.
With the influx of cordless drills,
the popularity of corded drills has
decreased. However, if the person
does not need the added mobility
and convenience of a cordless
drill, the corded drill just might be
the right choice.
Finding Drills
Companies such as Skil Power
Tools manufacture all three kinds
of drills. Before going to your
home improvement store to make
a purchase, you may want to visit
www.skil.com to compare your
options and determine which tool
is best for your recipient. With a
little preparation you’re sure to
find a gift that will please.

